C ay l i n C a p r a - T h o m a s

After Hearing the Male Comic Argue
That Equality for Women Means Taking
a Punch
You know, there was a point when I joked
I lacked life experience because I had never been
punched in the face. Like the flesh-knuckle-crack
of occurrence would be some personal Big Bang
and my whole world would open like a fault, rumble out
possibility and power. But my own mother
once lived with a human earthquake, trembling
whenever his voice shook the room, or his hand rose
to take a teacup from the cabinet. In college, when a man
chucked me against a wall my heart caught my lip
and I thought OK, I am living and That’s enough,
that’s enough, that’s enough. Are we even now?
We’re out here taking your jabs. You pretend
we haven’t always been the punch line.
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The Hawk
A dying man flew west to visit his daughter. They drove
out of town together, then drove back. The daughter
wrote things in a notebook, the man adjusted his seat.
He had trouble getting comfortable since the cancer
lived in his leg’s marrow. They passed a rock face where
someone had graffitied SOME PEOPLE CARE TOO MUCH
beneath which someone else had added It’s called love.
The daughter wrote this down in her notebook. The man
side-eyed the driver of a passing truck, lifted
two fingers in greeting. He said, “Sometimes
when I’m traveling, I get a feeling like I could be home
and that guy in his truck would still be right there.
I’d be all the way in Cape Cod and this guy
would be driving his Ford past Drummond, Montana
either way.” She crossed out a word and looked at her father.
“Like, it doesn’t matter whether you’re here or not?”
The father nodded. He seemed pleased, almost happy.
“He’d be in his truck, that hawk over there
would fly over that mountain, and I’d be
in Buzzard’s Bay where it’d be raining, or something.”
The daughter looked to the sky for his hawk.
It circled and circled, massive wings never flapping.
It was not a hawk, she realized, but a vulture. Still
everything in the world kept on with its happening.
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